Title word cross-reference

#1 [Ano22].

19μW [GAE+23]. 2
[MRGRCR+21b, PNSD20]. K [LPB+21].
Vmin [ZCNA17].

-Boost [CPG+23, CRP+23]. -means
[LPB+21].

0.37mm2 [WRD+17]. 0.80pJ [MSZB19].
0.80pJ/flop [MSZB19]. 000-core
[DAKK19].

1 [CSZ+20, DEA+21, DtEt22]. 1-GHz
[CSZ+20]. 1.0 [PCW+22, PCA+24].

1.24Tflop [MSZB19]. 1.24Tflop/sW
[MSZB19]. 1.3GHz [LWA+14]. 1.44
[SWW+22]. 1.44-GHz [SWW+22].
1.44GHz [SWW+21]. 1.46TOPS
[GCL+23]. 1.7 [ZB19]. 1.7-GHz [ZB19].
1.89 [WBH+18, WBH+19]. 1.89-GHz
[WBH+18, WBH+19]. 10-bit [DRC+16].
12-nm [LCG+23]. 12-Stage [CXL+20a].
12.4TOPS [CRP+23]. 12.4TOPS/W
[CRP+23]. 123 [IVZV20]. 12nm [GCL+23].
136GOPS [CRP+23]. 140-nW [TBK+19].
16 [SCM+21]. 16-bit [RSA+23]. 16-mm2
[LCG+23]. 16-mm [BRH+19, RZAH+19b,
SWW+22, WBH+18, WBH+19]. 16.7
[LWA+14]. 160mV [TLB+22]. 16mm2
[GZK+21]. 16nm [BRH+18, RZAH+19a,
SED+23, SWW+21, WRD+17]. 175
[WBH+18, WBH+19]. 175-kHz
[WBH+18, WBH+19].

2 [CRP+23]. 2-Petaflop [SB23]. 2-to-8b [CRP+23]. 2.0 [HMJ22]. 2.5-D [PKC+20].

2.6GFLOPS [GPV+23]. 2017
[BBdD17, SSB22, TZZ+21]. 2019
[GD19, TBL19]. 2021 [IEE21]. 2022
[IEE22]. 2023 [IEE23]. 22-nm
[CSZ+20, ZB19]. 22.1 [CRP+23]. 22nm
[DC+23, GAE+23, GZK+21, MSZB19, SPDLP+22]. 24th [BBdD17]. 256 [WYK21].

256-Bit [QLC20]. 26th [TBL19]. 28
[UD20]. 28-nm [CCA+18a, SAW+20, WSK+20, WCL23, ZCNA17]. 28nm
[LZW+15, ZLP+15, ZCNA16, CCA+18b]. 28th [IEE21]. 29th [IEE22]. 2n3m5k
[WRD+17].

3 [CPLS23, LMP23, TLBL22, VMO+23].

3-D [VMO+23]. 3-nW [TLB22]. 30
[SB23]. 30-Teraflops [SB23]. 30th [IEE23]. 32
[KFGH+23]. 32-Bit [KS22, LCG+23, MLPF23, NHML+22, PMKZ22, DRC+16, DGA+17, GMV20, GSDB18, KM21, LCCS21, MCL22, MMGC20, NHK+21, RSR20, SFGB20, YTÖ21]. 32/64 [MG22].

32/64-bit [MG22]. 32I [MRSBG+20].

32IC [KK21]. 3D
[TEK21, TYEK21, ZBA+20].

3D-Graphics [TEK21, TYEK21].

4096-Core [ZSB21, ZSB20]. 410.0
[KFGH+23]. 410.0-B-32 [KFGH+23].

45nm [LWA+14]. 496-Core [RZA+19a].

4MHz [GAE+23].

5 [FFW20, FWZL19]. 511-Core [DX+18].

55 [GCL+23]. 5G
[AHB20, BZVCB23, KKH+20, Raj21].

5G-PUSCH [BZVCB23].

6 [TBK+19]. 64 [LWC18]. 64-Bit
[LCG+23, MDPM24, MZGG22, PCO+23, ZB19, CXL+20a, GCL+23, HMTL21, KCGL23, MG22, SGP+23, WSG+21].

65-nm [PCO+23]. 65nm [CCC+22].

67mm2 [GCL+23]. 695 [RZA+19a].

7 [SFBG20]. 7nm [HMTL21].

8 [FRC+18]. 8-core [CKTK22]. 8-to-64
[MSZB19]. 8.2-kHz [TKB+19]. 8.7mW
[GPV+22]. 89 [DNN23]. 8b [CRP+23].

910 [CXL+20a, CXL+20b].

ABI [AVS+22]. Abstraction [HZS+19].

Academic [ABC+20, DCC+23].

Accelerate [PMBA19]. Accelerated
[EAMK21, EKAK22, KFS22, WYLL22].

Accelerating
[AS18, DEA+21, DEA+22, DAKK21, ERGK21, GTC+20, TSS+22, ZPL+23, KKC+16].

Acceleration
[ABW+21, AYA+23, CPG+23, CRP+23, DLM21, FSS20, KSFS20, PLSK20, SB23, Sn21, VMFL23, WZW+21, Yan20, KMS22, ACM+21, WWW23]. Accelerator
[AEAS21, ABW+20, ABB+23, BCCM21, BDdD19b, CCC+19, DNN23, DXT+18, DY+22, FYH19, GZK+21, Gra16, GTCS21, JZWL23, JRD+23, KG22b, KYPD21, KBB21, KZH22, LCF23, LNA21, NHK+21, OBSB23, PS2a2a, PLH+22, PAC21, PGW+20, QLH21, RSRT19, SNH22, T22, TBR+22, WLI23, WX+22, YMY21, ZLG21, ZHL+23, DKC+21, RPA22, T22, WRD+17, ZPRD21, ZZW+21].

Accelerators
[ABM+23, GL+23, HDT+20, KGH20, NHML+22, RH+23, IWA+14, SFAA+22].

Access [MDR19, WYLL22]. accessible
[APHD+22]. Accuracy
[CLR+21b, CLR+21a, RRC+20, LGB17].

Accurate
[BHT+21, HGTD20, HGD20b, uHMS+19].

Achieving [SZHB21]. acoustic
Application-Specific

[GGARG+21, HMJ22, WT19, DL17].

Applications

[ASE+21, And20, BP21, CRRS22, DNM22, GRCCG+20, GAO21, HM21, KM21, LMD+23, MIF+23, gMCP19, NBT22, OPI+18, PDL18, RAK23, RHD+23, SJR+23, SUM+23, SSD+21, SR22, SKK+22, VSD22, WCG23, ZGG23, ZXXH22, SCR+17, WYT+23, RLL+21].

Approaches

[HSEKD21].

Approximate

[LGB17, SMOM19, VSD22].

Approximations

[FWF20].

Ara

[PCA+24].

Arbitrary

[AWB+23, JZWL23, ZZQ21].

Architectural

[KKK+17a, KKK+17b, KKK+17c, MTAL22, MS17].

Architecture

[ASH19, BP21, CPLS23, COMP19, CLW23, DBP21, DPP22, FHL+22, HBSE22, HYWP+19, HLP+24, HH21, HCP+21, HH22, HMY24, JSB20, KGH20, KG22a, KG22b, KA20, KNK+21, KKH+20, LCCS21, LF22, LWC18, LHC19, Lai21, NBT+23, MK20, MR22, MTT21, MAS18, JS19, MSD+22, MKV23, MDR19, NAR+22, NGS20, PDL18, PS22a, PKN+20, PKC+20, PW17a, PMK22, QYZ21, RKH+23, RAS+23, RMP+19, SVM+23, Sew18, SR22, SLB+22, TA22, WLY+22, WA1H21, XY+20, ZSB20, ZSB21, ZHC+18, ZWL+20, ZGL+21, ZXX21, ZZZ+23, ZNF21, CPL+24, DVP+17, HP21, KSA21, KHH22, Lu21a, Pat18, PRP+23, RPSD16, SCM+21, TCL+21, WYT+23].

Architectures

[AKM20, DXT+18, ERGK21, FTRH20, IZV20, KKK+17a, KKK+17b, KKK+17c, NNPG23, PACB21, SMB17, BP23, CLC+20, GMFC23, LF22, VMFL23].

Area

[MPU+23, MDR19, PSS23, SSD+21].

Area-Efficient

[MPU+23].

ARITH
[BBdD17, IEE21, IEE22, IEE23, TBL19].

ARITH-26 [TBL19]. Arithmetic
[BBdD17, CLR+21b, CLR+21a, GD19, IEE21, IEE22, IEE23, MDPM24, SJM+20, TBL19, SJ+23]. ARM
[AMRPC21, CRRS21, EHK20, ELG20, FTRH20, IVZV20, KSS22, KKE+22, LF22, NGS20, RFS20, SAB24, HLP+24, RMP+19, SNOT21]. Arm-A [HLP+24].

ARM-RISC-V-Heterogeneous [EHK20].
ARMv8 [Sew21].

AAA Aspects [HML21].

NGS20, RFS20, SAB24, HLP+20, NNS+21, RFS20, SAB24, HLP+24, RMP+19, SNOT21]. Arm-A [HLP+24].

ARM-RISC-V-Heterogeneous [EHK20].
ARMv8 [Sew21]. Armed [DKT+23].

Armv8 [Sew21]. Armv8-A [DKT+23].

B [KFGH+23, CPG+23, MZZG22].
B-Extension [MZZG22]. backend
[TMK+16]. Backup [FPYB23]. bad
[FvHC+23]. Bandits [DKT+23].

Bandwidth [WBH+18, WBH+19, ZZZ+20].
Banshee [RSS+21]. Bao [MP20a, MP20b].

Baremetal [MTAI22]. Barrel
[ABW+20, ABW+21]. BARVIII
[ABW+23]. Base [PMKZ22]. Baseband
[IFO+18, MB16]. Based
[YP+22, ZHC+18, ZWL+20, ZZ21, ZCH+23, ZUSK23, ZZQ21, ZWL+23, ZSM20, ZSM21, ZS23, ZCNA17, ZNF21, ZZZ+22, ZC23, dOTB+20, APSH+22, AVAG21, AFT+17, ASH19, BCCM21, BHT+21, CWD+21, CIL21, DBP21, DZZZ23, DRC+16,


Bit-Precision [RSR21]. Bits [MTT21].

BlackParrot [PGW+20]. Blake3 [ZPL+23].

Block [DPP22, KS22, LCN+23, MCL22, SEM19].

Blocking [DDM+20, JHQ23]. Blocks [ZWB19]. Board [CDF+20, RKH+23, ZSM21, TZPL21].

Body [CPG+23, CRP+23]. BOOM [Ano23a, BSZ+21, BSZ+24, ZBS+23].

BOOM-Explorer [BSZ+21, BSZ+24].


Bottleneck [KFK+19]. Branch [CSM22, SLCK21].


Capturing [TPDP+21]. carbon [AFP+17].


Case-Study [APSH+22, BHJ23, HGJD20].

Casting [KK23]. Catalog [HLHK19].

CCSDS [IVZ+20, KFGH+23]. Celerity [DXT+18, RZA+19b]. Center [Ano23g].

Center-Class [Ano23g]. Certificates [GLS21]. CFG [LWL23]. CFI [LWL23, SSM+23, ZPRD22]. CGRA [FGD+19, LNA21]. ChaCha [MPP21].


CHERI-RISC [BPS+23], Cheshire [OBSB23], China [Ano23b], Chip [DCM23, DEA+21, DtEt22, FSMU21], GVP+22, GTP+22, Gen24, OBB+24, RLL+21, RZA+19a, TDPD+21, WSK+20, YLT22, DGA+17, Ano23e, CKTG21, CYJ+22, CRF+23, DNN23, HYWP+19, HZS+19, KSSMRB23, KCHYM19, LNB+23, MSDM23, NKH+21, RSR20, SLK+21, SML+22, SMMD23, SBJ+21, ZNF21].


Computing
[BDdD19b, CSM+21, CXL+20b, DYZ+22, FGD+19, FSMU21, GRC+19, ILG19, KBBA17, LWC18, MDPM24, MPU+23, NPA+23, PCW+22, PPYB23, SJBS21, TBSH22, WLW+21, XZW+22, Yan20, ZSB20, ZSB21, ZHL+23, Gre20, HYXW22, SCM+21, WWL+20, WTY+23, YWZL22].
Computing-in-Memory [ZHL+23].
Coprocessor [BDdD19a, CMV21, DEC+18, FSMU21, HCL+21, LHC+21, LKKK22, LYL23, MPU+23, PSS23, SWWL23, WWGW23, ZWL+20, GBP21, PRS+15].
Coprocessors [CSM+21, LVR+20].
Szk21, WLC22, ZZZ21. **CPU(R) [TZS+21].**

**CPUs**
[CPWG23, GWZS23, HWJ23, JRW+23].

**Critic [RBK18].** **Critical**
[MKČ23, RLL+21, SKK+22, WMA+21].

**criticality [CIPR21].** **Cross**
[HGJD20, VOK+22, WWN23, APHD22].

**Cross-layer [VOK+22].** **Cross-Level**
[HGJD20, APHD22]. **Cross-Platform**
[WWN23]. **Crypto [RFS20].**

**Cryptographic**
[Bis21, DHL+21, HDT+20, MLPH23, MČB22, SNK22, TDH+23, ZWL+23].

**Cryptography**
[dAGM23, KGHRM23, LKKK22, NDZ+21, NHML+22, TGMD20, XHY+20, ZKS+23].

**Cryptoprocessor [HBSE22, ZHC].** **Cryptosystem [PGZMG21].** **CRYSTALS [GJC23, NDZ+21].** **CRYSTALS-Dilithium [GJC23].** **CSR [BHGD21].** **Current [AMG+20, HCW23].**

**Custom [CW+24, DFA+23, HBB23, LHC19, LMP23, MRB+23, MRB+24, NH+21, SNH22, Su+21, WWX+24, PKL21, PJL21].**

**Customizable [SCM+21].** **Customized [WZW+21, EHN23].** **Customizing [MMD+22a].** **CV32A6 [HH23].** **CVA6 [MMD+22a, MTAL22, SVM+23].** **Cyber [APHD21b, Ano22].**

**Cyber-Physical [APHD21b].** **Cyber-Security [Ano22].**

**Cycle [GGH+22, uhMSI19, ZNF21, DPV+17, UD18].** **Cycle-Accurate [uhMSI19].**

**Cycle-True [ZNF21].**

**D [PKC+20, VMO+23].** **D2 [PGTD23].**

**DARKSIDE [GTP+22, GPV+22].** **Data [Ano23g, DAKK19, FHL+22, GLS21, KRR22, KGBH22, KK23, LWC18, LVPB23, RKR21, Su21, TBS+21, ZHL+23, RPD+15, ZBB+20].**

**Data-Flow [FHL+22].** **dataflow [GAE+23, YWZL22].**

**Datapath [HMJ24].** **Datapaths [VROdIT22].** **Day [CPL+24].** **DBPS [LCN+23].**

**DC**
[LZW+15, WCL23, ZLP+15, ZLP+16].

**DC-DC [LZW+15, ZLP+15].** **DCLS [NKTS23].** **DCT [HHB23].** **De-RISC [WMA+21, WMR+22].**

**Deblocking [AS18].** **Debug [LKH23].** **Debugger [RSR20].**

**DECADES [GCL+23].** **Decentralized [GSL21, NBT22, SLMS21].** **Decimal [uhMSI19].**

**Decoder [KFH+23, SUAR23].** **Decoupled [Ant22, MPU+23].** **Decryption [AYA+23].**

**dedicated [BMM+20].** **Deep**
[ABW+21, CRRS22, FHY19, HSL+23, KASL21, SLCK21, TRB+22, CRRS21, RCMQO23].

**Deeply [JZWL23, QCL+23].** **Deeply-coupled [JZWL23].**

**Deflection [KG17].** **Deflection-Routed [KG17].**

**delay [LSB22].** **delegated [CLM+22].**

**Demonstrating [PKL21].** **Dependable [MSDM23, NPA+23].** **Deployment [BCCM21].**


**Designed [Ano22, MMGC20, QLH21, WBB+18, DDM+20, ZZW+19].** **Designing [CSM+21, KGC+24, MSJ19, Chi23],**

**Designs [CPWG23].** **Detection [BGH19, HSL+23, HSL+24, SLMS21].**
[GKB+22, HSWM23, HUL+22, HCL+21, LRF+21, LHD+21, LHC+21, LCF23, LXC23, PCL+23, PGTD23, UD20, CPL+24, KSA21, LHD+22, SJY+22, ZZW+19].

**Detection-Based** [UD20]. **Developing**

[JHL+21, PCL+23, PHC+23, TSABTM20, XYT+22, XYT+23]. **Development**

[And20, CRMR+23, CPL+24, EHN23, HCW23, SNM22, SSK+22, ZCH+23, Bar+20, PKL+21]. **Developments**

[AAB+23]. **Device** [Lu21b, SB23, WHB+22].

**Devices** [ASH19, CWS+24, GST+17, HCL+21, JHK+23, MRAM+23, MTJ+22, NPA+23, SMJ21, CTN18, EHN23, SCL+21].

**DFT** [ZCH+23]. **Diagnostic** [MGZ+23].

**Differences** [Cho18, Cho19]. **Different**

[AKM21, KIS22]. **Digit** [HSE+24]. **Digital**

[CC+19, GLS21, GJC23, HH21, HH22, HSK21, RAZ+19a, KSSMRB23, TCL+21, Ano23f, WHB+18].

**Dilemma** [HCW23]. **Dilithium** [GJC23]. **Direct**

[ARW+23, MDR19]. **Directional** [KG17].

**Disassembler** [GSDB18]. **Discussion**

[APHD21a, dispatch [HK20, KKC+16].

**DIV** [LGB17]. **Division** [HSE+24]. **DNA**

[WHB+22]. **DNN**

[AWB+23, ADF+23, CTN18, CPG+23, CRP+23, GPV+22, GTP+22, HM21, KSA21, LCN+23, OGT+20, WXY+22].

**DOJO** [TSG+23]. **Domain**

[HP18, OBSB23, XHY+20, ZXX+22, Pat18].

**Domain-Specific**

[OBSB23, XHY+20, ZXX+22, HP18, Pat18].

**Domains**

[DMR+20]. **Domestic** [LWC22].

**Dot** [KBB21]. **double** [LWA+14].

**double-precision** [LWA+14]. **Driven**

[DGW+20, MRB+23, MRB+24, FHD22, LH23, RCS+19, gMCP19]. **Drones**

[Ben23]. **Drop** [HLHK19, YLT22]. **Drop-In** [HLHK19].

**DSP**

[GST+17, LWD20, LYL23, Su21]. **Dual**

[CYJ+22, HMTL21, KSRT23, SUAR23, WSK+20, EHN23, GMV20, NKTS23]. **Dual-Core**

[SUAR23, WSK+20, CYJ+22, HMTL21, EHN23]. **Dual-Issue** [KSRT23].

**dummy** [LSB22]. **DuVisor** [CLM+22].

**DVFS** [TBK+19, TLS+22]. **DVINO**

[CCC+22]. **Dynamic**

[BDdD19a, CMV21, CTKG21, DHL+21, KCGL23, LCN+23, PDLC18, TBK+19, TCH23, WW21, ZWL+20, PRP+23].

**Dynamically** [QLC20].

**E203** [SJY+22]. **Early**

[HGLD19, LNZ+22, ZGD22]. **ECG**

[HUL+22]. **Ecosystem** [AA+21, EAM+22, uhMSI19, PNG20, TZPL21]. **ECU** [ZS+23].

**ECUs** [CTSG22, COS+23]. **EDA** [GG18].

**Edge** [AYA+23, CSM+21, CXL+20, FRC+18, FSU21, GPV+22, GTP+22, HSR+23, LCF23, MST+23, MTJ+22, NPA+23, OGT+20, RRC+20, So20, TT22, WWX+24, WCGL23, YC20, GRC+19, SCM+21, WTY+23, Ra21, CV22].

**Edge-AI** [CV22]. **Edge-Computing** [CSM+21]. **Edition** [HH22]. **Education**

[HCP+21, MSJ19, MKVD23, APHD22].

**Educational** [SUM23]. **EEG** [LCF23].

**EEG-based** [LCF23]. **Effect**

[AKM20, CLW+21]. **effective** [ZG22].

**Effects** [Cho18, Cho19, TAC+22, dOTB+20].

**Efficiency**

[CPWG23, CLR+21b, CLR+21a, dAGM23, MAS18, LGB17, SAB24, WWZ+17].

**Efficient**


**eFPGA** [GCL+23, LG+23, SRD+21].

**eFPGA-Augmented** [SRD+21].

**EHE** [EGBS22]. **Eight**

[CTK23, SW+21, SW+22].

**Eight-Core**

[CTK23, SW+21, SW+22].


Extraction [GTD+23, LWLA23]. Extreme [GVP+22, GTP+22, OGT+20, RRC+20, TTT22, SCM+21]. Extreme-Edge [GVP+22, GTP+22, OGT+20, RRC+20, SCM+21].


forward [PKKK22]. Four [GZ22, LCG+23].
Four-Stage [GZ22]. FP16 [TBR+22].
FPGA
[APSH+22, BCCM21, CMV21, CKTG21, Cii21, DPV+17, DDM+20, DXYZ19, EAI19, FvHC+23, GAO21, GMV20, Gra16, GSDB18, HHI23, HCP+21, HSW23, HM21, IFO+18, JSB20, KHG20, KG22b, KFGH+23, LCYK20, LCF23, MCL22, MLPH23, MFM+19, MSJ19, MSR+21, NHML+22, OBB+24, PLSK20, PSZM21, QLC20, SUM23, SSB+19, SSD+22, TLS22, WSMRM20, WHB+22, WLC22, YLI+23, ZUSK23, ZCH22, ZC23, dOTB+20, dOK23].
FPGA-Based
[CKTG21, IFO+18, KFGH+23, OBB+24, ZUSK23, APSH+22, Cii21, KG22b].
FPGA-Optimized [MFM+19]. FPGAs
[BFC+23, HHB+19, KAR+19, KG17, MAS18, RTRM19, WW19, WW21, WWB23, ZZR+20]. FPU
[BPM+21, KGC+24, PHC+23]. Framework
[BSZ+21, DKA+22, EEE+18, GMS+23, KEAS+18, LKHK23, LNA21, LHK23, MSJ19, MSR+21, NRA+22, SSR+18, SJM+20, SSD+22, ZBZ+23, ZNF21, APHD22, BCCZ21a, MS17, MRGRCR+21a, SJP+23, SCL+21]. frameworks [KSA21]. Fraud [GLS21].
Free [DPP22, AP14]. FreeBSD [Hor20].
FreeBSD/RISC [Hor20].
FreeBSD/RISC-V [Hor20]. Freedom
[Ano21]. Frequent [DHL+21]. Frequent
[MIT21]. FrodoKEM [KFS22]. fruit
[KSAL21]. Full [BHT+21, SZHB21, Sew21].
Full-Platform [BHT+21]. Full-scale
[Sew21]. Fully
[HC20, PS22a, WCL23, ZHIP+23, Ano20]. Fully-Homomorphic [PS22a].
Fully-Parallel [ZHL+23]. Function
[GZC22]. Functional [ASE+21, JRD+23, LPZ19, YLC21, MRSBGR+20, SC17]. Functions [BKdLSGL23, CWS+24, LMP23]. future [AAC+23, TCL+21].
Galois [KGHRM23]. GaN [RLL+21].
GaN-Applications [RLL+21]. Gap
[BB21, HGD20a, HM21, FRC+18]. GAP-8
[FRC+18]. Gateway [CXL22]. Gateways
[RJ+21]. gem5 [RSRT19]. GEMM
[RCMQ24]. GEMM-based [RCMQ24].
General [SNOT21, MRGRCR+21b, TZ22].
general-purpose [TZ22]. Generated
[BHR+18, SB21]. Generating
[EEI+18, GGAARG+21, SBJ21].
Generation [BFP+22, FSPB21, FDS+23, GLS21, GD19, LNA21, LPZ19, TH22, TBLD23, Ben23, CSO+23]. Generator
[Ano23e, Ant22, BRH+19, CKK+18, MKM20, TS20, TTDD21, WTS21, LS22, SB21].
Generic [GTCS21, OPY+18, RKH+23].
Genome [LVPSB+23]. Genotype
[MRB+23, MRB+24]. Gesture [ZWL+20].
Getting [Hor20]. GFLOPS [LWA+14].
GFLOPS/W [LWA+14]. GHz
[CSZ+20, RZAH+19a, SWW+22, SPDLP+22, WBB+18, WBB+19, ZB19].
Giga [GCL+23, RZAH+19a, RZAH+19b].
Giga-RISC-V [RZAH+19b]. Global
[WLW+21]. GlobalPlatform [SNOT20].
Go [SC17]. GoblinCore [LWC18].
GoblinCore-64 [LWC18], golden [HP18].
GOPS [GZK+21]. GOPS/W [GZK+21].
GOST [DN23]. GOST-28147-89
[DN23]. GPC [LN+23]. GPSCN
[TZ22]. GPGPU
[ETR+20, TEYK21, TYEK21]. GPUs
[TSS+22]. Grade [WMA+21, WM+22].
Grain [NRB+23, VROdT22, WSK+20].
Grained [SAW+20, NKTS23, RSM+23].
granularity [HYXW22]. Graph
[DYZ+22, TZ22]. Graphic [TSS+22].
Graphics
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Soft-Cores [GRD22]. Soft-Processor [MAS18, CMV21, MS17]. Soft-Processors [SUAR23]. Softcore [FdRES23, HLHK19, JBK23, PKL21, PJJL21], softcores [TLS22]. Software [AHV+21, BB21, Bau17, Bis21, BPS+23, CRMR+23, DAPS21, DYZ+22, DXYZ19, DLMP21, HVW+21, HSL+23, LBDDP19, LKHK23, MSD+22, uhMSI19, RFS20, SMGS22, TML+17a, TML+17b, TML+17c, WYK21, ZGMD22, ZGD22, ZWL+23, ZNF21, HP18, MRGRCR+21b, SBJ21, SCM+21, TZPL21, TSBATM20].

Software-driven [LHK23].

Software-emulated [MRGRCR+21b].

Software-Hardware [uhMSI19].

Software-implemented [SMGS22].

software/hardware [SCM+21].

SOI [CSZ+20, KCZ+17, MSZB19, SAW+20, SPDLP+22, WSK+20].

software-implemented [SMGS22].

Software-Hardware [uhMSI19].

Software-implemented [SMGS22].

software/hardware [SCM+21].

SOI [CSZ+20, KCZ+17, MSZB19, SAW+20, SPDLP+22, WSK+20].

SonicBOOM [LHK23].

sound [SGCGCR17].

sounds [FvHC+23].

Source [ABC+20, APHD21b, Ano21, Ano23c, CTN18, CKP19, DXT+18, FTRH20, Gen24, GCCR21, HWC23, HLHK19, HHB+19, ILG19, LNA21, MMD+22b, MMD+22c, MFM+19, PFD21, PCW+22, PCO+23, PCA+24, PGW+20, SAF+23, SSR+18, WW21, WSG+21, APHD22, DAK+21, GYV+23, HTGD21, SNM22, SCL+21, TZPL21, VOK+22].

Space [And20, BSZ+21, BSZ+24, CDP+22, FDMM22, LHK23, RAPK23, SVM+23, SLZ+23, SMDM23, SLBJ23, WLM+21, WMA+21, WMR+22].

SpaceFibre [Suw21b].

Spaceflight [MSP23].

Sparq [DFA+23].

Sparse [WBBH+18, WBH+19].

SPEC [SSB22, TZS+21].

Specific [GGAARG+21, HMJ22, OBSB23, WT19, XHY+20, YYP+22, ZXXH22, DL17, HP18, LPB+21, Pat18].

Specification [CTSG22, HZS+19].

Specifications [LPZ19].

SpecTerminator [JHQ23].

Spectral [WBH+18, WBH+19].

Spectre [LHD+22].

Spectrophotometer [SLB+22].

Speculative [GRD22, GCCR21, GCR+23, JHQ23, VKG22].

speeh [DZZZ23].
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Speed-Up [NDZ+21, ZNF21].

speedAI240 [SB23].

Speeding [LMP23, MGZ+23].

Spike [Hor21b].

sprung [Gen24].

SQRT [LGB17].

Square [HSE+24, TS20, WTS21].

SRAM [FvHC+23, RTRM19, SG23, VKG22, WW19, WW21, WWB23, ZHL+23, ZCNA17, dOTB+20].

SRAM-Based [RTRM19, WWB23, ZCNA17, dOTB+20, WW19, WW21].

Stage [CXL+20a, GZ22, KFK+19, PMKZ22, CSM22, YTL+23, ZZZ21].

Standard [LHK23, BF23].

standards [HC20].

Started [Hor20].

States [IEE23].

Static [LWLA23, RHS+22, steady [SCR+17].

Stealthy [PGTD23].

Step [NXTS23].

Stimulus [AMG+20].

Storage [GCL+23, Lu21b].

Strategies [PPYB23].

Strategy [IJJ23].

Stream [SZHB21].

Structurally [MKB+23].

Structurally-Pruned [MKB+23].

Structure [LPL22].

Structured [ZCH+23].

STT [ZBA+20].

STT-MRAM [ZBA+20].

studies [GYW+23].

Study [APSH+22, BHD23, CPWG23, DCM23, HGLD19, HGJD20, PKC+20, PGTD23, RHGD21, SS22, SSR+18, WMGD23, YLC21, SCM+21].

Sub [ADF+23, DFA+23, UD18].

Sub-Byte [ADF+23, DFA+23].

Submicrosecond [KCR22].

Submicrosecond [KCR22].

Suitability [KRA22].

Suitable [SUM23].
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Switching [HGT20, ZLP].
SWUpdate [SCL+21].
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Symposium [BHD23, TZG+23].
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Synthesis [GRD22, MMGC20, NSM+22].
Synthesizable [LCG+23, RZAH+19].
System [KSSMRB23, MSZB19].
System-Aware [SMB17].
System-Level [GMS+23, HGP20].
System-on-chip [DGA+17, CTK21].
CRP+23, DNN23, HYWP+19, HZS+19, KSSMRB23, KCHYM19, MSDM23, NKHi+21, RSR20, SLK+21, SML+22, SMDM23, ZNF21].
Systematic [HGD+19].
Threshold [GST+17, UD20, WCL23].
Throughput [DN23, VKG22].
Thwarting [BR24].
Tiered [DXT+18].
Tightly [CMV21].
Tightly-Coupled [GKB+22, CMV21].
Tightly-integrated [ZLP+15].
TIGRA [GTC21].
Tile [KG22a, KG22b].
Tiles [GCL+23].
Time [HWSM23, IZG22, KFGH+23, LHD+21].

[KGC+24]. Suppression [TBK+19].
surveillance [SGCGR17]. Survey [AAB+23, BR24, CLV23, ET21, IZG22, MSD+22, NSG20, DAK+21, Lu21a].
Sustainable [SAB22]. SVE [CRRS21]. SW [KSSMRB23, MSZB19]. SweRV [ANO23f].

T [CSM+21, LWD20, MMR+17]. Table [AS22]. TAIGA [MS17]. TailoredCore [GGK+21]. Target [KHS+23].
Techniques [CC+18a, dOK23]. Technology [CCC+22, DCC+23, GG18, ZB19]. TEE [SNOT20, YXH20]. Telemetry [CDF+20].
Temperature [TLB+22]. Tensor [DEA+21, DTE+22]. Teraflops/W [SB23].
Tesla [TSC+23]. Test [AAA+21, CKK+18, DKT+23, MKM20, TH22, TDD21].
their [WSG+21]. Theoretic [KA20, NDZ+21]. Thermal [OBP+24, VMO+22, VMO+23]. Things [DGA+17, SCR+17]. Thousand [DEA+21].
threaded [OCC+17]. Threading [BCM+21]. Three [ZZZ21]. Three-stage [ZZZ21].
Threshold [GST+17, UD20, WCL23]. Throughput [DN23, VKG22]. Thwarting [BR24].
Tiered [DXT+18]. Tightly [CMV21]. GKB+22, GTC21, ZLP+15].
Tightly-Coupled [GKB+22, CMV21]. tightly-integrated [ZLP+15]. TIGRA [GTC21]. Tile [KG22a, KG22b].
Tiles [KG22a]. Tiles [GCL+23].
Time [HWSM23, IZG22, KFGH+23, LHD+21].
LHC+21, MSDM23, NNPG23, PLH+22, WBH+18, WBH+19, ZHX+22, ZHLR22, APSH+22, BB21, HCL+21, LCF23].

**Time-Memory** [ZHLR22].

**Time-Triggered** [NNPG23], **Timer** [EHK20]. **Timescales** [KZG+17]. **Timing** [BS21, BWF22, GCCR21, GCR+23, LHT+21, NNPG23, UD20, VKG22, WSG+21]. **Timing-Instructions** [NNPG23]. **Tiny** [GVT+22, NBT22, BPM+21]. **Tiny-FPU** [BPM+21]. **Tissue** [AMG+20]. **TL** [MKVD23]. **TL-Verilog** [MKVD23]. **TLB** [PKN+20]. **TMR** [WW21, WWB23].

**Tolerance** [DKA+22, RMP+19, SMGS22, JS23].

**Tolerant** [BCM+21, SLZ+20, SML+22, SMMD23, SR22, SUAR23, VSD22, WW21, dOK23]. **Tool** [AMRCP21, FFD21, RBK18, MG22, SCA+22]. **Toolchain** [TZS+21]. **Tools** [DRN+23, MSJ19]. **Toolset** [HMJ22]. **TOPS/W** [NRB+23]. **TOPS/W** [NRB+23].

**Torus** [KG17]. **Tournament** [CSM22].

**TPM** [BCZ21b, SJB21]. **TPU** [Pat18].

**Trace** [HWG22, KGBH22, KKEG22, ZPRD22].

**tracing** [BP+23]. **Tracking** [PDLC18, SS19, WGZ+23]. **Trade** [MTJ+22]. **Trade-off** [RCC+20, ZHLR22]. **Trade-offs** [RRC+20, ZHLR22]. **traffic** [SJJY22]. **Training** [BPF+22, GPP+22, GTP+22, LCN+23].

**Transactions** [SLMS21]. **Transceivers** [KKH+20]. **Transducers** [FRes23].

**Transform** [KA20, NDZ+21]. **Transformer** [JHLD21]. **Transformers** [MKB+23].

**Transient** [YL21]. **transistor** [AFP+17]. **Transition** [TZG+23, TDH+23].

**translation** [TOY22]. **Translator** [RSS+21]. **Transmission** [Suv21b].

**Transparency** [LHK23]. **Transport** [Suv21a]. **Transprecision** [MSZB19].

**TrichCheck** [TML+17a, TML+17b, TML+17c].

**Triggered** [NNPG23]. **Trigonometric** [GZC22, KNH+21]. **Triple** [HJ23].

**Triple-Level** [HJ23]. **Trisection** [TML+17a, TML+17b, TML+17c]. **Trojan** [DCM23, PGTD23]. **Trojan-D2** [PGTD23].

**Trojan-ing** [DCM23]. **Trojans** [ARH+22, DCM23, PGTD23]. **True** [ZNF21]. **Trust** [SJS21]. **Trusted** [AVS+22, BCZ21a, HDT+20, MCL+21, SNOT21, USQ+22]. **TrustZone** [SNOT21].

**try** [Chi23]. **TS** [SNOT21]. **TS-Perf** [SNOT21]. **tuning** [YCL+23]. **Tutorial** [ANO22, G18]. **TVM** [CLC+20, YCL+23]. **Type** [BDdD19a, KK23]. **Typed** [KKK+17a, KKK+17b, KKK+17c].

**UAV** [KMB22]. **UEFI** [Zha22]. **UK** [BDdD17]. **Ultra** [ABP22, ERGK21, GRC+19, KMB22, PCL+23, TBR+22, VTS+23, ZSB20, ZWL+20, CPL+24, SCR+17].

**Ultra-efficient** [ZSB20]. **Ultra-Low** [ABP22, KMB22, PCL+23, CPL+24].

**Ultra-Low-Power** [TBR+22, ERGK21, VTS+23, ZWL+20, SCR+17].

**Ultraefficient** [ZSB20]. **Ultralow** [PPYB23].

**Ultralow-Power** [PPYB23].

**UltrScale** [dOK23]. **SGFB20**. **Undergraduates** [MSJ19]. **Unified** [HSE+24]. **Uniform** [HSS+19]. **Unifying** [EHK20].

**Unit** [AVS+22, AvAg21, BPF+22, CRRS22, CTSG22, GKB+22, ISM+23, LYZH20, MSZB19, MC22, MSSS23, MAS18, MST+23, FS22b, QCL+23, SMB17, ZHX+22, ZSM21, EHN23]. **United** [IEE23]. **Universal** [LSS22]. **Unprivileged** [WA21]. **Unprotected** [DG22, FvHC+23]. **Unum** [BDdD19a, BDdD19b]. **Updates** [SCL+21].

**Upsets** [BWZ+21]. **Usage** [LVR+20]. **Use** [MDPM24, Szk21]. **user** [CLM+22].

**user-level** [CLM+22]. **Using** [BDdD19a, DAKK19, FSIU21, GJC23, HCP+21, IPO+18, JZWL23, KKH+20, KGBH22, KFGH+23, KK23, LYL23],
ZJX20, ZHL+23, ZBA+20, ZLP+15, ZCNA16, ZLP+16, ZCNA17, ZG22, ZPL+23, ZNF21, ZZL+22, ZC23, dOTB+20, dOK23.


Vitamin-V [AAC+23]. Vitruvius [MPU+23]. VLSI [LLS22, YTL+23].

v MCU [MST+23]. Vmin [ZCNA16].

Volatile [MTT21]. Voltage [AMG+20, CCA+18a, CCA+18b, WCL23].

Volume [WA21, WAH21]. Vortex [ETR+20, TEYK21, TYEK21].

VOSysmonitorRv [CIPR21]. VP [APHD21b]. VPQC [XHY+20]. vs [LGB17].

VSDflow [GG18]. VTF [JHLD21]. Vulnerability [KNK+21, GW+23].

Vulnerable [AV+21, HVS+21]. VVT [AAC+23].


WebRISC-V [MG22]. weight [MMR+17, RSM+23]. Western [Ano23f].

Wi-Fi [WRD+17]. Will [Gre20]. Win [Gen24]. Winograd [WZW+21].

Winograd-Based [WZW+21]. wins [SCR+17]. Wireless [ABP22, KIS20].

Without [MMA+18, Bis21]. Word [QLC20]. Work [HWG22, Liu21].


x264 [WWW23]. x86 [LF22]. XACT [PPS+19, PH18]. xBGAS [WLW+21].


Years [Pat18]. YOLO [QLH21, ZZW+19].
Yun [PCO+23].
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